
Using Innovative Research To Help Build the Largest
Senior Living Brand in the United States–From

Scratch!

A few years ago, an extremely successful organization started building, acquiring, and
improving a network of luxury senior living facilities across the American midwest. Now
their newly hired CMO understood that the organization was at a turning point: It was
time to invest in building a brand that was greater than a mere collection of real estate
assets.

Client Challenge
The client organization needed to investigate some foundational questions, and quickly.
For instance:

● What do new generations of seniors most care about most when it comes to
senior living?

● How do they imagine their lives as they age?
● How do they research and shop for senior living communities?
● What role do their children typically play in the decision making process?

The client wanted to listen to the voices of thousands of seniors across the midwest but
particularly within a core range of midwestern cities they were targeting.

The brand new CMO was tasked with a huge responsibility by the CEO and the board.

Glimpse Solution
The client organization launched a series of several studies with Glimpse over the
course of more than a year. Here are some examples:



● Studies targeting particular midwestern cities to uncover local hopes and
concerns about senior living

● Studies targeting the entire midwest to better understand what seniors and their
children value about senior living communities

● Studies designed to test new advertising concepts, storyboards, and content, in
advance of a 2024 advertising blitz

● An agile brand tracker to test awareness, brand attributes, sentiment and more
on a periodic basis

The decision to move into a senior living community is a weighty one, and the CMO
knew that capturing the top-of-mind awareness, emotion, and sentiment of
representative respondents would be essential. She’s tried lots of survey platforms and
understood that asking questions like this one–and then instantly analyzing responses
for themes, positive and negative stories, and key messaging–would be difficult without
using Glimpse:

The CMO gets vital feedback from Glimpse about newsworthy views of different
segments of seniors:
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And is able to instantly recognize and then categorize important themes with the help of
generative AI:
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Outcomes
The CMO regularly brings research findings and resulting insights to the CEO and the
board, and the branding strategy is beginning to take off as a result.

The series of studies completed with the Glimpse platform is now helping shape:

● The overall communications and marketing strategy
● Choices of ad concepts and content, as well as target audiences and channels
● investments in the senior living facilities
● Decisions about acquisition and regional expansion
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